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Women Artists and their Work  
as a Subject of Exhibition Reviews 
in Latvia: The 1840s–1915
BAIBA VANAGA

Starting at the beginning of the nineteenth century, women from Latvia actively 
sought opportunities to study art and participated in the local and international 
art scene. Although the dominant view was that women were more limited in 
their creative abilities than men, their involvement in art was generally accepted. 
Nevertheless, a significant part of society believed, and publicly expressed the opinion, 
that women artists were patient, endowed with taste and good at copying nature, 
but that they could not create outstanding works of art, and therefore they should 
be judged by other (lower) criteria than those applied to male artists. This article 
discusses the most vivid reviews that were published by critics about women artists 
and their creative abilities from the 1840s until 1915. These examples reveal typical 
trends and stereotypes of the era with respect to women artists and their work.

From the beginning of the nineteenth century there were several known women 
artists from the territory of present-day Latvia who strove for increasingly profes-
sional artistic educations. In the Russian Empire and its Baltic provinces during the 
nineteenth century women’s access to professional art education was limited, and 
in this respect the situation did not differ fundamentally from the rest of Europe. 
It should be pointed out, though, that acquiring an art education was not easy for 
any of the male residents in the territory of Latvia either, as up until the 1870s, 
when the Baltic German woman artist Elise von Jung-Stilling (1829–1904) opened 
her drawing school in Riga, which initially was intended only for women, there 
were no art schools in the region. Because of a lack of opportunities for serious 
professional studies, young people who were eager to study art mostly began their 
education in the private studios of local artists, and continued in Saint Petersburg, 
Dresden, Düsseldorf, Munich, Paris, etc. The most significant difference between 
the aspiring male and female artists was that the official art academies in Western 
Europe were closed to women up until the beginning of the twentieth century, and 
the most significant German art academies admitted female students only after 
World War I, while the Saint Petersburg Academy of Arts started to admit a limited 
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number of female students in the 1870s.1 However, aspiring women artists at the 
time often studied privately under professors of official art academies. At the turn 
of the century, they began to attend ‘private academies’, which were accessible to 
both genders, or studied at craft schools or specialised art schools for women in 
Munich, Berlin and elsewhere. 

Women artists from Latvia became more and more involved in art and thus also 
became active in the local art scene. While in the middle of the nineteenth century 
the participation of women artists in rare local exhibitions was more an exception 
in the form of separate female exhibitors and works, at the end of the century it 
became a common phenomenon.

In the nineteenth century, emancipated women who engaged in any social or 
professional activities beyond family care and caring for households were often 
mercilessly caricatured in European literature and art: in the lithograph series 
Les bas bleus (Blue stockings, 1844) and Les femmes socialistes (socialist Women, 1849) 
by Honoré Daumier (1808–1879), in the novel Bleak House (1852–1853) by Charles 
Dickens (1812–1870), in caricatures in the magazines Jugend and simplicissimus, 
both published in Munich after 1896, etc. German satirical magazines scornfully 
described women artists as Malweib: a combination of the words malen (to paint) 
and Weib (woman or wife). In most cases, the women were shown as ferocious 
and with messy hair, often painting pictures outdoors. These cartoons showed the 
flourishing of plein air painting during the last decades of the nineteenth century. 
There were several colonies of artists near Munich, and many women, some of 
them from the Baltic region, were members of the colonies. The word Malweib is 
found fairly rarely in Baltic German newspapers and other publications, apart from 
a few humoristic feuilleton stores, as opposed to articles about art.

In terms of the time, message and mood, a caricature by an unknown Baltic art-
ist that has been preserved in the collection of the Art Museum of Estonia depicting 
a woman who is copying an artwork (naiskunstnik / Female Artist, ca. 1840–1860)2 
(fig. 10) is in complete accordance with the tendency throughout Europe in the mid-
dle of the nineteenth century to ridicule emancipated women who pursued some 
social or professional activity. It shows a woman sitting in front of two easels with 
a palette and brushes in her hands; beside her are raggedy children and an over-
worked helper available to mix paints. The caricature makes it clear that caring for 
a family, a household and a woman’s appearance all suffered from artistic activities. 

1   For more information on women artists in Europe see L. Nochlin, Why Have There Been No Great Women 
Artists? – ARTnews 1971, January, pp. 22–39, 67–71; Dictionary of Women Artists. 2 vols. Ed. D. Gaze. London, 
Chicago: Fitzroy Dearborn Publishers, 1997; A. Raev, Russische Künstlerinnen der Moderne (1870–1930). 
Historische Studien. Kunstkonzepte. Weiblichkeitsentwürfe. München: Fink, 2002; W. Chadwick, Women, 
Art, and Society. London: Thames & Hudson, 2007; C. Muysers, Eine verrückte Teegesellschaft. Die Zulassung 
der Künstlerinnen zu den deutschen Akademien um 1919. – Kunstausbildung: Aneignung und Vermittlung 
künstlerischer Kompetenz. Eds. P. J. Schneeman, W. Brückle. München: Schreiber, 2008, pp. 63–72, etc.
2   The initials that are on the drawing, ‘B. K.’, have led to the thought among Estonian colleagues that the 
cartoon might have been drawn by Bertha Kühnert (1850–1944), but in that case the artwork must have a later 
date. The statement that the cartoon was drawn in the 1840s or 1850s applies to a period of time when the artist 
had not yet been born or to her earliest years in life. The cartoon is powerfully ironic about the woman who 
is copying an artwork, and that causes serious doubts about whether a woman would have expressed such a 
negative attitude toward the depicted person – herself or a colleague of the same gender.
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The author of the caricature however goes one step further in showing his negative 
attitude to his female colleagues by harshly depicting the artist’s work as a failure. 
The easel on the left has Raphael’s (Raffaello Sanzio, 1483–1520) painting of an angel 
as a small child, which in the female artist’s copy on the easel next to it appears to 
have changed into a demon with a grown man’s face and wings. With such an image, 
the author of the caricature seems to be saying that women should not engage in 
art, for their incompetence and lack of skill make them unable to precisely copy 
even such an easy motif as an angel with a child’s face.

In Latvian art collections similar artworks have not been found. Judging from 
the themes treated in the Latvian satirical magazines svari (scales, 1906–1907) and 
Lietuvēns (nightmare, 1913–1917), the situation here presumably was less heated, and 
women’s emancipation came more easily in art and everyday life, because, unlike 
the mentioned satirical German magazines of the time, only rare examples can 
be found, e.g. the caricature Mūsu sufražistes (Our suffragettes, published in 1914 in 
Lietuvēns) by Indriķis Zeberiņš (1882–1969). Nonetheless, both in the Latvian and 
Baltic German press, and presumably in the society generally, questions of the 
women’s movement and emancipation had been discussed since the 1870s.3 At that 
time the interest in the ‘women’s question’ in Latvian publications appeared along 
with efforts of Latvians to achieve their own national emancipation. The ‘women’s 
question’ was one of a number of on-going problems, but no solution was found. 
However, it ideologically prepared the path for the women’s emancipation move-
ment, which flourished in the 1890s, mostly among educated women. This issue 
found reflection in Latvian literature as well; in the case of the distinguished poet 
and playwright Aspazija (real name Elza Rozenberga, 1865–1943), her play Zaudētās 
tiesības (The Lost Rights, 1894), and some other works caused broad public debate on 
women’s emancipation.4

The 1890s have been described as ‘an era of storm and urge’ in the women’s 
movement. The first periodical in Latvian focused on women was saimnieču un 
zelteņu kalendārs (Calendar for Housewives and Young Women, 1893–1914), and it pub-
lished many articles about women’s emancipation, female authors, etc. During the 
1880s, a German language newspaper addressed to a female audience, Rigasche 
Hausfrauen-Zeitung (Riga Journal for Housewives, 1883–1900), was established. It 
covered caring for, nurturing and educating children, education at home, educa-
tion in schools, healthy lifestyles, health care and advice about cooking. Important 

3   See, for example, Karoline K. [K. Kronvalda], Cienīgam ‘Garram’ [To the honorable ‘Garrs’]. – Baltijas 
Vēstnesis 19 and 26 November, 3 December 1870; K. M. [M. Kaudzīte], Vēl kāds vārds pār un priekš tautietēm 
[Another word over and for our countrywomen]. – Balss 16, 20 and 23 June 1879; Die geistige Arbeit und 
Arbeitsfähigkeit der Frauen. – Rigasche Zeitung 2 (14) and 3 (15) August 1879; M. Freyman, Par sieviešu izglītību 
un viņu pienākumiem iekš dzīves [About women’s education and their responsibilities in life]. – Latvietis 1882, 
no. 14.
4   For more information on ‘women’s question’ in Latvian literature see L. Kusiņa, Sieviešu jautājums 
un sievietes tēls latviešu rakstniecībā 1870–1920 [Women’s question and female characters in Latvian 
literature 1870–1920]. PhD thesis, University of Latvia. Riga, 2013, https://dspace.lu.lv/dspace/bitstream/
handle/7/5133/23185-Linda_Kusina_2013.pdf?sequence=1 (accessed 11 May 2018); E. Eglāja-Kristsone, Sievišķības 
konstruēšanas sociālie un kultūras aspekti 19. un 20. gadsimta mijas latviešu literatūrā [The social and cultural 
aspects of femininity construction in fin de siècle Latvian literature]. – Fin de siècle literārā kultūra Latvijā: 
Apceres par literatūras sociālo vēsturi [Fin de siècle literary culture in Latvia]. Eds. B. Kalnačs et al. Riga: 
Literatūras, folkloras un mākslas institūts, 2017, pp. 199–316.
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social issues of the day were pretty much ignored.5 At the turn of the century, var-
ious Latvian and German language newspapers began to publish articles in sup-
port of the emancipation of women, offering information about the movement in 
other countries, as well as educational issues. Theoretical and political articles were 
translated and published as well. The position that women needed a good education, 
the opportunity to learn a profession and well-paid work was taken by Aspazija, the 
art and literature critic Jānis Asars (1877–1908), the Baltic German teacher, writer 
and journalist Mary von Haken (1852–1934) and others.6 Nevertheless, women’s calls 
for equal education opportunities and work outside of the traditional family cir-
cle were perceived by part of the society as harmful to morale and the family. The 
most conservative views on this question in the Baltic German community were 
expressed by the pastor Theodor Neander, and in the Latvian community by the 
journalist Fricis Kārkluvalks (1867–1903), the teacher and writer Jānis Purapuķe 
(1864–1902) and others.7

While during the 1870s and 1880s supporters of women’s emancipation pub-
lished newspaper articles and engaged in discussions about whether a woman did 
or did not have significant spiritual capacity, at the turn of the twentieth century, 
extensive debates were held on the spiritual equality of women and men, suitable 
education for woman, the role of the woman in the family and women’s employ-
ment. These trends more or less appeared also in reviews of art exhibitions.

the first exhibitions and women artists

In the nineteenth century, the art scene in the Baltic provinces of the Russian Empire 
and their largest city, Riga, was fairly undeveloped: it was impossible to acquire a 
good art education, the art market practically did not exist and only a compara-
tively small number of artists educated outside of the Baltics were working here. In 
the 1840s–1850s, the first exhibitions of painting in Riga with a broader representa-
tion of local artists were organised by the Literary-Practical Citizen’s Association 

5   V. Zelče, Nezināmā: Latvijas sievietes 19. gadsimta otrajā pusē [The unknown: Latvian women in the second 
half of the 19th century]. Riga: Latvijas Arhīvistu biedrība, 2002, p. 32; A. Zigmunde, The ‘Rigasche Hausfrau-
en-Zeitung’ and the Riga Polytechnic. – Humanitārās un Sociālās Zinātnes / The Humanities and Social Sciences 
2009, vol. 15, pp. 58–62, https://ortus.rtu.lv/science/en/publications/6279The+%E2%80%9CRigasche+Hausfrau-
en+%E2%80%93+Zeitung%E2%80%9C+and+the+Riga+Polytechnic (accessed 7 April 2017).
6   See, for example, M. von Haken, Das Ziel und die Grenze der Frauenemancipation. – Feuilleton-Beilage für 
Haus und Familie der Düna-Zeitung 5 (17) June 1893; A. Stellmacher, Th. Neander’s ‘Schutz der baltischen Frauen’ 
[An answer to book by T. Neander]. – Düna-Zeitung 5 (17), 6 (18), 7 (19), 8 (20) and 9 (21) July 1893; Aspazija,  
F. K. kgs. un emancipācija [Mr F. K. and emancipation: An answer to publication by Fricis Kārkluvalks in 
‘Baltijas Vēstnesis’]. – Dienas Lapa 2 (14), 3 (15) and 4 (16) February 1895; L. Veibele, Par sieviešu jautājumu [On 
the women’s question]. – Saimnieču un zelteņu kalendārs [Calendar for Housewives and Young Women] 1902. 
Riga: Ernsts Plates, 1901, pp. 10–16; [J. Asars], Latviešu sieviešu petīcija [Latvian women’s petition]. – Pēterburgas 
Avīzes 21 June (4 July) 1905; Bts. [A. Birkerts], Latviešu sieviete plašāku centienu laukā [Latvian woman in the 
field of broader efforts]. – Dzimtenes Vēstnesis 31 March (13 April), 7 (20) April, 14 (27) April, 21 April (4 May),  
28 April (11 May) 1912.
7   See, for example, T. von Neander, Zum Schutz der baltischen Frauen: verschiedene Stimmen über 
Frauenemancipation, Frauenberuf und Frauenideal. Riga: Jonck & Poliewsky, 1893; A. Dz., Mūsu pienākumi [Our 
responsibilities]. – Baltijas Vēstnesis 13 (25) October 1894; F. K. [F. Kārkluvalks], Emancipācija un emancipētās 
sievietes [Emancipation and emancipated women]. – Baltijas Vēstnesis 19 (31) January, 20 January (1 February), 
23 January (4 February) and 24 January (5 February) 1895.
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(Literärisch-praktische Bürger-Verbindung). Although the first planned exhibition 
in 1842 only invited ‘gentlemen artists’8, a few women took part in that exhibition 
and also in later ones. Among them were completely unknown amateurs, as well as 
slightly well-known artists, such as Julie Wilhelmine Hagen-Schwarz (née Hagen, 
1824–1902), Margaretha Wilhelmine (Minna) Kyber (1801–1892) and Elise von Jung-
Stilling, all of whom were educated outside of the Baltics and exhibited art at the 
local level on a number of occasions.

In the 1840s, women exhibitors showed typically amateurish compositions, such 
as the depiction of the head of the Virgin Mary (presumably a copy of another art 
work), a group of flower pieces and still life paintings, etc.9 Julie Hagen-Schwarz, 
the daughter of the landscape painter and the head of the drawing school at Tartu 
University August Matthias Hagen (1794–1878), in 1845 exhibited at an exhibition 
in Riga paintings of flowers and fruits (fig. 7). These attracted critical praise for 
her courage, talent and precise observation of nature. Critics hoped that the young 
painter would be able to sell her artworks so that she could finance trips abroad to 
pursue her studies.10

The criticism was positive enough to encourage the young artist to continue 
with her education and try to work as an artist. This was not the dominant approach 
in Europe during the middle part of the nineteenth century. The German art histo-
rian Carola Muysers, for instance, has published a series of texts about female art-
ists, particularly emphasising the art historian Ernst Guhl (1819–1862), who, unlike 
his colleagues in the 1850s, wrote a book entitled Die Frauen in der Kunstgeschichte 
(Women in the History of Art, 1858) and encouraged women to preserve their ‘fem-
ininity’ but not to be shy about being part of the ‘masculine’ world of art.11 Guhl 
encouraged women, but he also indicated that art was basically an area for men, 
adding that women must be very daring to try to enter it. 

Julie Hagen-Schwarz was daring. Later she studied in Dresden with a profes-
sor of the art academy, the genre painter Christian Friedrich Gonne (1813–1906), 
in Munich at the art school of the portrait painter Joseph Bernhardt (1805–1885) 
and with the landscape painter Johann Moritz Rugendas (1802–1858), who became 
her mentor and close friend.12 In 1851, she continued her studies in Rome under the 
German painter August Riedel (1799–1883), and those three years of study were 
supported by a scholarship from the Grand Duchess Maria Nikolaevna (married 

8   Der Comité, Gemälde-Ausstellung. – Rigasche Stadtblätter 1842, no. 33 (19 August), pp. 161–162.
9   Riga’s erste Gemälde-Ausstellung. – Rigasche Stadtblätter 1842, no. 36 (9 September), pp. 285–286; Ueber die 
Kunst-Ausstellung in unserer Stadt. (Fortsetzung.). – Rigasche Stadtblätter 1842, no. 37 (16 September),  
pp. 293–295.
10   Gemälde-Ausstellung in Riga. – Rigasche Zeitung 13 November 1845; Ueber die Gemälde-Ausstellung. 
(Schluß.) – Rigasche Stadtblätter 1845, no. 48 (29 November), pp. 379–381.
11   Die bildende Künstlerin: Wertung und Wandel in deutschen Quellentexten 1855–1945. Ed. C. Muysers. 
Dresden: Verlag der Kunst, 1999, pp. 18–19.
12   For more information on biography of Julie Hagen-Schwarz, as well as Johann Moritz Rugendas as her 
teacher and mentor see ‘Mut, liebe Julie!’ Moritz Rugendas und die Malerin Julie Hagen Schwarz.  
Eds. C. Conrad, C. Trepesch. Augsburg: Kunstsammlungen und Museen Augsburg, Wißner-Verlag, 2016;  
E. Preem, M. Sander, Julie Hagen-Schwarz 1824–1902. Tallinn: LiteRarity, 2009; E. Preem, Julie Hagen-Schwarz 
1824–1902. / Julie Hagen-Schwarz (1824–1902). Exhibition catalogue. Ed. M. Eckhard. Lüneburg: Museumsverein 
für das Fürstentum Lüneburg, 1990; Julie Hagen-Schwarz: Eesti esimene naiskunstnik / The First Estonian 
Female Artist: Die erste Künstlerin Estlands. Ed. M.-T. Eiskop. Tartu: Tartu Kunstimuuseum, 2018.
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Ida Fielitz. Mātes portrets / Bildnis der Mutter / Portrait of the Artist’s Mother (1886). Oil on canvas.  
131.2 x 109.2 cm. Latvian National Museum of Art, ĀMM GL-505.

1.
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Eva Margarethe Borchert-Schweinfurth. Selbstbildnis / Self-Portrait (1908). 180 x 106 cm. 
Location unknown. Reproduction from Jahrbuch für bildende Kunst in den Ostseeprovinzen, 
1908, p. 34.

2.
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Emīlija Gruzīte. Lauztās priedes / Broken Pines (1903). Oil on canvas on cardboard. 70 x 46 cm. 
Literature and Music Museum, RTMM 128363.

3.
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Ljubow Sonja Grimm. Victualienmarkt in München / Food Market in Munich (1912). Location unknown. Reproduction from 
Jahrbuch für bildende Kunst in den Ostseeprovinzen, 1913, pp. 110–111.

4.
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Selma Plawneek. Vientulība / Einsamkeit / Solitude Solitude (ca. 1913). Coloured lithograph on paper. 21.1 x 26 cm.  
Latvian National Museum of Art, VMM L–97.

5.
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Alice Dannenberg. Lelles peldināšana (Bērna mazgāšana) / Puppenbad (Kinderbad) / Bathing of the Doll (Washing the Child) 
(1908). Oil on canvas. 80.5 x 100 cm. Latvian National Museum of Art, VMM GL–1218. Photo by Normunds Brasliņš.

6.
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Julie Wilhelmine Hagen-Schwarz. Flowers in a Vase (1845). Oil on canvas. 82.6 x 61.7 cm.  
Art Museum of Estonia, M 2549.

7.
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Elsbeth Rudolff. Portrait of Eduard von Nolken (1898). Oil on canvas. 65.5 x 53.2 cm. Art Museum of Estonia, M 3424.

8.
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Mathilde Pohrt. Christus vor Pilatus / Christ Before Pilate (not later than 1895). Oil on canvas. 280.5 x 153 cm. Mehikoorma. 
Reproduction from http://register.muinas.ee/public.php?menuID=monument&action=view&id=323.

9.
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Unknown artist. Naiskunstnik / Female Artist (ca. 1840–1860). Pencil on paper. 26.6 x 38.1 cm. Art Museum of Estonia, G 2446.

10.
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name Herzogin von Leuchtenberg, 1819–1876), the President of the Saint Petersburg 
Academy of Arts. During her study years in Munich, Julie Hagen was one of the 
few female painters of the time who was able to establish herself among her male 
colleagues in the art scene of Munich, and afterwards she was an independent art-
ist in Rome.13 In 1858, she was conferred the high title of academician by the Saint 
Petersburg Academy of Arts, being the first woman in the Baltics and the second 
woman in the entire Russian Empire to receive this honour.14 Later Julie Hagen-
Schwarz worked as a portrait painter in Tartu, where she ‘ranked amongst the most 
sought-after portrait painters in the southern Baltic region’.15

By the 1850s women were presenting more complex artworks in exhibitions of 
paintings in Riga. For example, at an exhibition in 1853, Helene von Franken (née 
Köber, 1825 – after 1884) exhibited portraits alongside the work of her husband and 
teacher, Paul von Franken (1818–1884). Along with an anonymous author who pre-
sented works under the pseudonym ‘Ancion’ and five other participants, Helene 
von Franken was praised as one of the best artists in the exhibition.16 In 1859, Julie 
Hagen-Schwarz exhibited a portrait of a girl with special effects that were created 
by a lit candle that she was holding, and Elise von Jung-Stilling showed two cop-
ies of Anthony van Dyck’s (1599–1641) paintings: one featuring a group of children 
and the other a portrait of the young Prince of Orange.17 Jung-Stilling was educated 
under several local teachers and spent two years in Dresden at the private studio of 
the professor of the art academy, portraitist and painter of historical scenes Adolf 
Ehrhardt (1813–1899). A reviewer writing for the newspaper Rigasche stadtblätter 
called her ‘a talented local artist’, and wrote that ‘...only a few women amateurs 
would be able to attain the level of perfection that she has, to our surprise, dis-
played in these copies. The correct level of understanding and the faithful repro-
duction of the originals deserve special emphasis and recognition.’18 In 1873 Elise 
von Jung-Stilling opened a school of drawing in Riga (Jung-stillingsche Zeichenschule 
or Zeichenschule von Elise von Jung-stilling), which was the first art school in the 
southern Baltic region to be established by a woman19 and it laid the foundations for 
art education in Latvia. The Jung-Stilling drawing school was particularly popular 
among Baltic German women, and during the late nineteenth and early twentieth 
centuries many drawing teachers and artists who had been educated at the school 
entered the local art scene.

A positive evaluation of copied portraits by Elise von Jung-Stilling and of early 
paintings of fruits and flowers by Julie Hagen-Schwarz noted the precise observa-
tion and skilful copying of nature and original painting. This, as is known, was an 
important and much praised skill during the middle part of the nineteenth century. 

13   ‘Mut, liebe Julie!’, p. 7.
14   R. P. Blakesley, Women and the Visual Arts. – Women in Nineteenth-Century Russia: Lives and Culture. Eds. 
W. Rosslyn, A. Tosi. Cambridge: Open Book Publishers, 2012, p. 104.
15   J. Howard, East European Art, 1650–1950. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2006, p. 108.
16   Die hiesige Gemälde-Ausstellung. – Rigasche Zeitung 10 April 1853.
17   V. W., Die diesjährige Gemälde-Ausstellung. – Rigasche Stadtblätter 1859, no. 15 (9 April), pp. 142–144 and  
no. 17 (23 April), pp. 158–160.
18   V. W., Die diesjährige Gemälde-Ausstellung, no. 17, p. 144.
19   J. Howard, East European Art, 1650–1950, p. 112.
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At the same time, however, those evaluations remind us of the prevailing idea of the 
time that women were the reproductive gender: they did well at copying artworks, 
but not at producing their own.

So for example, in 1883 Andrei Somov (1830–1909), an art lover, writer and the 
editor of the Вестник изящных искусств (Fine Arts Bulletin, 1883–1890), the mag-
azine of the Saint Petersburg Academy of Arts, wrote an essay called ‘Women 
Artists’.20 It essentially was devoted to the most notable European women artists 
of the preceding centuries. Although in general Somov’s opinions in this essay on 
women artists seem to be positive, supportive and, for the time, rather progressive, 
he points out the limited artistic capabilities of women, which 

...come to the fore most fully and strikingly in areas where observing nature, 
sensitivity, taste and patience are sufficient for the creation of an artwork. 
But in cases where technical breadth and freedom, depth of ideas, integrity, 
and the energetic expression of an idea with the help of form and natural 
phenomena are needed, woman succumbs to man’s superiority and is not 
able to reach the heights and significance of the most prominent male artists. 
She, as opposed to him, does not have the opportunity to break new ground 
in art; whether at the helm of new directions or in creating movements, she, 
with a greater or lesser degree of value is left to walk the pathways discov-
ered and developed by others.21

Somov explains his observations on the motifs that appear most frequently in wom-
en’s art. Evidence from women artists from the preceding centuries allows him to 
conclude that drawing, painting, engraving, sculpture and applied arts are the 
fields in which woman have worked, but they have not been active in architecture. 
In terms of genres or themes, portraiture and still life predominated in art created 
by women, as well as landscapes to a certain extent, but there were no historical or 
genre paintings. Somov stressed the superiority of illustrious male artists of the 
preceding centuries, completely disregarding the fact that women artists from ear-
lier periods (for the most part, positively rated by him) did not have access to the 
same high quality education as their male contemporaries. At least one Victorian 
writer, Elizabeth F. Ellet (1818–1877), fully recognised those social, not biological 
factors accounting for women’s choice of art forms. In 1859, she wrote:

The kind of painting in which the object is prominent has been most prac-
tised by female artists. Portraits, landscapes and flowers, and pictures of ani-
mals are in favour among them. Historical or allegorical subjects they have 
comparatively neglected; perhaps a significant reason for this has been that 

20   А. Сомов, Женщины-художницы. – Вестник изящных искусств 1883, vol. 1 (3), pp. 356–383; vol. 1 (4), pp. 
489–524.
21   А. Сомов, Женщины-художницы, p. 521.
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they did not have access to the years of study necessary for the attainment of 
eminence in these areas.22

In his essay Somov also categorised the prevailing situation with regard to the art 
education of women in the Russian Empire. The author pointed out that drawing as 
a subject was included in girls’ school and home tutoring, although the results were 
not very good because the teaching methods were inadequate and many teachers 
were insufficiently trained. In addition, parents and teachers tended to consider 
drawing to be of little importance. Furthermore, as the author says, after the end 
of their studies, most of the girls no longer continued drawing, except for those 
who were particularly gifted or particularly taken with art, and they did so only 
until they were married, when the care of their family and the household estranged 
them from art. Somov however did not discuss unmarried women, who could have 
certainly given themselves to art, pointing out that 

...only very, very rarely would a woman, having gained some knowledge in 
art, ever part from it even if she was old and grey. And yet, art did not develop 
for her into a purpose for life, nor a permanent profession, but was only an 
amateur activity that would fill her free time and provide entertainment for 
herself and others.23

Here Somov points out a number of symptomatic aspects, which were topical in 
Latvia, too. First, in this period, it was expected that even talented women artists 
with comparatively good educations would relegate their artistic interests to sec-
ond place after their social duties and household responsibilities. Well-educated 
women, who had begun careers as professional artists, after marriage often shifted 
their art to a mere hobby. Secondly, women’s art activities in this period were 
thought of as pastimes, amateurish, for this approach to painting and drawing 
among women was the dominant one.

Somov saw changes with regard to a more serious application to art amongst his 
younger contemporaries, for

...girls and young women in great numbers embarked on the path of art with 
great resolve to never abandon it and to reach its far horizons. [---] After 
leaving school or the academy, most of them do not abandon art but, forgoing 
worldly pleasures, try to travel as far as possible within it [the art], and then 
put the knowledge of various artistically technical fields gained in school 
into pedagogical work. This allows them to be faithful to art in full, seeing in 
it a purpose for life and a means for earning a living.24

22   E. F. Ellet, Women Artists in All Ages and Countries. London: Bentley, 1859, p. 3. Quoted after R. Parker,  
G. Pollock, Old Mistresses: Women, Art and Ideology. New York: Pantheon Books, 1981, p. 44.
23   А. Сомов, Женщины-художницы, p. 358.
24   А. Сомов, Женщины-художницы, p. 358.
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Bearing in mind the date of the essay, we can conclude that in the Russian Empire 
many more women started to turn to professional art in about the 1870s.

‘Masculine’ art by women artists

The art scene in Latvia became significantly more active after 1870, when the Riga 
Art Society (Rigascher Kunstverein) was established, with exhibitions as some of 
its most visible activities. In 1898, the Riga Art Society opened its Art Salon, where 
exhibitions of works by both internationally renowned foreign artists and local 
authors were organised. There is information in the press at that time that in the 
1870s–1890s several women artists – Wilhelmine Schwanck (1844 – after 1908), Ida 
A. Fielitz (1847(?) – after 1914), occasionally Helene Strauss (1834–?), Julie Hagen-
Schwarz, et al., almost all of whom had studied or permanently lived abroad 
(mostly in Dresden, Munich or Paris), fairly regularly took part in art exhibitions. 
This suggests that a very significant criterion in accepting the works of women art-
ists for exhibitions was their link to art metropolises, which may have served as tes-
timony of quality for viewers and potential buyers. The Art Salon also held several 
solo exhibitions of women artists and at least two group shows where all or almost 
all of the participants were women: the exhibition of paintings and studies by six 
young women artists from Riga in 190125 and the exhibition of works by the former 
students of the drawing school of Elise von Jung-Stilling, organised after her death 
in 190426.

During the latter half of the nineteenth century and the beginning of the twen-
tieth century, the best artworks created by women were often described by the local 
press as ‘masculine’. This can be seen as praise, rather than criticism. In 1878, for 
instance, the Riga Art Society exhibited studies of heads, genre paintings and pho-
tographs after drawings of the Riga-born Ida Fielitz, which supposedly were pro-
duced in the private studio of an art academy professor in Munich. A critic praised 
her work for resembling sixteenth-century paintings, writing that ‘in all senses, 
this can be called masculine art that has been created by the hand of a woman’.27 
Shortly afterwards Fielitz went on to study at private academies in Paris and under 
the French academic painter and illustrator Luc-Olivier Merson (1846–1920).28 In 

25   Salon des Kunstvereins [Exhibition catalogue. Riga, October 1901]. Riga: [Kunstverein], Druck von  
W. F. Häcker, [1901]. Preserved in: Latvian State History Archive, coll. 4213, reg. 1, file 29, pp. 51–52;  
Im Kunstsalon. – Düna-Zeitung 6 (19) October 1901; –tz. [F. Moritz], Aus dem Kunstsalon. – Düna-Zeitung  
20 October (2 November) 1901.
26   Ausstellung künstlerischer Arbeiten ehemaliger Schülerinnen und Schüler der Jungschen Zeichenschule. 
Salon des Rigaer Kunstvereins. Oktober – November 1904. [Exhibition catalogue.] Riga: [Kunstverein],  
W. F. Häcker, 1904. Preserved in: Latvian State History Archive, coll. 4213, reg. 1, file 85, pp. 23–24;  
A. R. [A. Ruetz], Kunstsalon. – Rigasche Rundschau 13 (26) November 1904; –um– [E. von Blumenthal], 
Kunstsalon. – Düna-Zeitung 30 October (12 November) 1904.
27   Unsere permanente Ausstellung. – Rigasche Zeitung 7 (19) February 1878.
28   For more information on Ida A. Fielitz see Dictionnaire critique et documentaire des peintres, sculpteurs, 
dessinateurs et graveurs de tous les temps et de tous les pays par un groupe d’écrivains spécialistes français 
et étrangers. Vol. 4. Ed. E. Bénézit. Paris: Gründ, 1976, p. 358; D. Lobstein, Dictionnaire des Indépendants 
(1884–1914). Vol. 2. Dijon: L’Echelle de Jacob, 2003, p. 656; Lexikon der Künstlerinnen 1700–1900. Deutschland, 
Österreich, Schweiz. Ed. J. Schmidt-Liebich. München: Saur, 2005, pp. 139–140.
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Paris at the beginning of the twentieth century she regularly took part in the salon 
des artistes français and the salon des indépendants, and in the last quarter of the 
nineteenth century took part in exhibitions in Riga on several occasions. In 1888 
she exhibited twelve paintings at the Riga Art Society, including a portrait of her 
mother (Portrait of the Artist’s Mother, 1886, Latvian National Museum of Art) (fig. 
1). These received a great deal of praise from critics. An art reviewer in the news-
paper Rigasche Zeitung praised one of her architectural sketches, dubbing it ‘the 
very best artwork that a lady painter has ever presented’29. That meant that once 
again Fielitz’s work was described as a high level of skill that was not typical among 
women.

The portrait painter Elsbeth Rudolff (1861–1945), who was born in Valka/Valga, 
was another woman who received atypical praise for her technical mastery. Late 
in 1893, the Riga Art Society opened an exhibition of portraits that she had painted 
while studying in Dresden under the landscape and portrait painter Franz Kops 
(1846–1896). A reviewer in the newspaper Düna-Zeitung described Rudolff ’s work in 
great detail and praised her for 

...demonstrating herself as a clever portrait painter, who does equally well 
at presenting a precise image of life and at filling it with lively expressions. 
The heads are painted with an amazingly good brushstroke for a woman; 
they are highly developed and make it clear that this very young lady has 
overcome any difficulties when it comes to technique.30

Later Rudolff went on to study under the painter Paul Nauen (1859–1932) in Munich, 
and then at the popular school of the Slovenian realist Anton Ažbe (1862–1905) 
there. Afterwards she moved to Tartu, where she was much in demand as a portrait 
painter (fig. 8) and a drawing teacher.31 Rudolff was actively involved in the artistic 
scene of the Baltic region, and between 1893 and the start of World War I she exhib-
ited her work in Riga on several occasions.32

In 1899, the painter Alice Dannenberg (1861–1948) exhibited works at the Art 
Salon of the Riga Art Society. Her example demonstrates that, through purpose-
ful development of the basics of art acquired in Riga and through active work, it 
was possible to successfully become a part of the turn-of-the-century Parisian 
art scene, taking part in exhibitions and, together with her companion, the Swiss 
artist Martha Stettler (1870–1945), in the early twentieth century establishing a 
popular art school, the Académie de la Grande-Chaumière. Following her studies in 

29   –s., Ausstellung des Kunstvereins. – Rigasche Zeitung 17 (29) September 1888.
30   A. M., Kunstverein. – Düna-Zeitung 24 December 1893 (5 January 1894).
31   M. Levin, Die Amplitude des Realismus in der deutschbaltischen Porträtmalerei des 19. Jahrhunderts. – 
Deutschbaltische Porträtkunst in Estland 1750–1900. Ed. A. Lõugas. Tallinn, Helsinki: Eesti Kunstimuuseum, 
Raud Publishing Eesti, 2003, pp. 57, 164.
32   Gemäldeausstellung im Polytechnikum. – Düna-Zeitung 13 (25) December 1895; –tz. [F. Moritz], Von der 
Gemäldeausstellung. II. – Düna-Zeitung 10 (22) October 1896; Im Kunstsalon. – Düna-Zeitung 23 September 
(6 October) 1900; Ausstellung Baltischer Künstler aller Zeiten vom 10. Juni bis zum 1. Aug., 1901. [Exhibition 
catalogue.] Riga: Selbstverlag der Rigaschen Kunst-Vereins, Druck von W. F. Häcker, 1901, p. 32, no. 210–211;  
III. Ausstellung des baltischen Künstlerbundes. 1913 März. [Exhibition catalogue.] Riga: W. F. Häcker, 1913,  
no. 173–174.
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Jung-Stilling’s drawing school in Riga, Dannenberg was further educated at the 
School for Women Painters in Karlsruhe (Malerinnenschule Karlsruhe), the Bern Art 
School (Berner Kunstschule), the École des Beaux-Arts in Geneva and under several 
painters in Paris, where she regularly took part in the salon d’automne, as well as 
the salon de la société nationale des beaux-arts and the salon des indépendants.33 After 
moving to Paris, the artist on several occasions exhibited her works in Riga. In 1899, 
the painter Gerhard von Rosen (1856–1927) reviewed Dannenberg’s paintings of 
Venetian scenes, noting that she had properly studied the basics of drawing and 
that she had mastered ‘the masculine specifics of technique’ that sometimes were 
lost in the search for form or colour.34

Similarly, at a survey of the Baltic artists’ exhibition in Majori in 1904, a 
reviewer called Matilda (real name Matilde Jureviča-Priedīte, 1872–1957) wrote that 
Eva Margarethe Borchert-Schweinfurth (née Schweinfurth, 1878–1964) was ‘seem-
ingly more masculine in her art than her husband’,35 the painter Bernhard Borchert 
(1862–1945). Borchert-Schweinfurth, after graduating from the drawing school of 
Jung-Stilling, spent three years studying in Paris at various private academies and 
furthered her knowledge in Munich and Berlin. Following the return to her native 
land, she married her teacher Borchert, worked as a pedagogue in the Riga City 
School of Art (Rigasche städtische Kunstschule, the former drawing school of Elise 
von Jung-Stilling) and mostly did portrait painting (fig. 2).36

In none of these cases was the word ‘masculine’ applied to very complicated 
genre-based or historical compositions, which traditionally were seen as typical to 
male artists, but instead it was applied to studio works, landscapes and portraits. 
It can be assumed, therefore, that this adjective in those reviews referred more to 
technical skills and the ability to create art in line with the demands of academic 
art, not to the subjects of the artworks.

As feminist art historians stress, critics during the second half of the nineteenth 
century evaluated the work of most women in terms of gender. Art by women was 
subsumed under bourgeois notions of femininity and, furthermore, art historically 
relegated to a special category which was presented as distinct from mainstream 
cultural activity and public professionalism: the preserves of masculinity.37 Women 
artists were represented as distinct and separate on account of their sex alone. For 
that reason, it is no surprise that Baltic critics praised the work of artists which they 
saw as good examples of art that met certain criteria of quality by declaring that 

33   For more information on Alice Dannenberg see Dannenberg, Alice. – Allgemeines Lexikon der Bildenden 
Künstler von der Antike bis zur Gegenwart. Vol. 8. Ed. U. Thieme. Leipzig: Seemann, 1913, p. 372; Unsere 
Landsmännin. – Düna-Zeitung 21 May (2 June) 1896.
34   G. von Rosen, Salon des Kunstvereins. – Rigasche Rundschau 23 October (4 November) 1899.
35   Matilda [M. Jureviča-Priedīte], Baltijas mākslenieku gleznu izstāde Majoros [Exhibition of Baltic artists’ 
works in Majori]. – Vērotājs 1904, no. 10, p. 1282.
36   For more information on Eva Margarethe Borchert-Schweinfurth see K. Ābele, Borchert-Schweinfurth, 
Eva Margarethe. – Saur Allgemeines Künstlerlexikon. Vol. 12. München, Leipzig: Saur, 1996, p. 672; K. Ābele, 
Mākslinieces portrets jaunībā. Eva Margarēte Borherte-Šveinfurte Rīgas mākslas dzīvē 20. gs. sākumā  
[A portrait of the artist as a young woman: Eva Margarethe Borchert-Schweinfurth in the art life of Riga in the 
early 20th century]. – Arhitektūra un māksla Rīgā. Idejas un objekti [Architecture and art in Riga. Ideas and 
objects]. Ed. J. Zilgalvis. Riga: Neputns, 2004, pp. 105–121; E.-M. Borchert, Mara: Eine Malerin zwischen Riga, 
Paris, Moskau, München und Berlin. Husum: Husum, 2010.
37   R. Parker, G. Pollock, Old Mistresses, p. 44.
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the artworks were ‘masculine’ as opposed to ‘feminine’. Nevertheless, the use of the 
designation ‘feminine art’ and other, similar descriptions that would have placed 
the work of female artists into a special framework in which only the creativity of 
women was characterised were not used in reviews of exhibitions by local authors. 
Neither are there suggestions of the areas of art which were most appropriate for 
women or statements that women lacked the spark of genius, which according to 
studies of feminist art historians was fairly typical in Western art criticism during 
the latter half of the nineteenth century.

As a glaring example of universal absolutes conditioned by nineteenth-century 
ideology, which concerned both the quality of women’s art and specialisations, 
several art historians have mentioned an essay by the French critic Léon Lagrange 
(1828–1868), published in the Gazette des beaux-arts in 1860. The author declares:

Male genius has nothing to fear from female taste. Let men of genius con-
ceive of great architectural projects, monumental sculpture, and elevated 
forms of painting. In a word, let men busy themselves with all that has to do 
with great art. Let women occupy themselves with those types of art they 
have always preferred, such as pastels, portraits and miniatures. Or the 
painting of flowers, those prodigies of grace and freshness which alone can 
compete with the grace and freshness of women themselves.38

So Lagrange states that men have genius, but women have only taste, and that is 
why men are busy with serious works, but women are occupied in minor, delicate 
and personal pastimes. In short, men are the true artists and women are amateurs.

As the art historian Whitney Chadwick has written, this demand that women 
artists restrict their activities to what was perceived as naturally feminine inten-
sified during the second half of the nineteenth century, particularly in England 
and America.39 Only a few, such as the history painter Elizabeth Thompson (Lady 
Butler, 1846–1933) and the painter of animals Rosa Bonheur (1822–1899), were con-
sidered ‘exceptional’ and freed from the contrasts of their femininity. On the one 
hand, art reviews from the period were full of charges that aspiring women artists 
risked ‘unsexing’ themselves but, on the other hand, critics held up Thompson and 
Bonheur as examples for other women precisely because they did not ‘paint like 
women’.40

Carola Muysers argues that artworks produced by women in Germany during 
the last half of the nineteenth century were perceived differently than in England 
and France.41 Art critics in Germany did not differentiate between women and men 
when it came to creativity, and so the work of female artists was not automatically 
described as ‘feminine’ and set apart from the work of men. On the contrary, when 
German female artists organised separate exhibitions from men during the 1880s 

38   L. Lagrange, Du rang des femmes dans les arts. – Gazette des Beaux-Arts, 1860. Quoted after: R. Parker,  
G. Pollock, Old Mistresses, p. 13.
39   W. Chadwick, Women, Art, and Society, p. 35.
40   W. Chadwick, Women, Art, and Society, p. 167.
41   Die bildende Künstlerin, pp. 19–20.
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and 1890s (including at the World’s Fair in Chicago in 1893), critics expressed sur-
prise that women so clearly wanted to be compared to men, even calling on women 
to include something ‘specifically feminine’ in their art. The idea of biological dif-
ferences between the genders in the German world of art only appeared in the early 
twentieth century in reviews published by Karl Scheffler (1869–1951), and the idea 
of women lacking artistic talents quickly spread to debates about whether women 
should be admitted to official art academies.42

Art critics in Latvia, as in Germany, did not use the word ‘feminine’ during the 
latter half of the nineteenth century, but they praised the best artworks as being 
‘masculine’. That suggests that this division between genders, although unwritten, 
persisted in the minds of many critics. There are several cases in which critics per-
ceived and evaluated women’s artworks as standing outside of the competition of 
men’s works (even if they were exhibited at the same exhibitions). This remained 
true during the early years of the twentieth century, and the idea was expressed 
publicly in several reviews of exhibitions.

lower criteria for works by women artists

At the beginning of the twentieth century, women who took part in the world of 
art were still mostly seen as amateurs. Some reviews of exhibitions even argued 
that art by women should be evaluated on the basis of less strict criteria than art by 
men. In 1895 the painter Mathilde Pohrt (1849–1934), who had studied at the Jung-
Stilling’s drawing school in Riga, as well as in Dresden and Düsseldorf, exhibited her 
first original altar painting, Christus vor Pilatus (Christ Before Pilate, not later than 
1895, in Mehikoorma) (fig. 9), at the Riga Art Society. A review in the newspaper 
Düna-Zeitung was fairly reserved about the painting:

The painter set herself a task that certainly represents a tall order for an 
amateur. After all, in our experience, religious paintings were previously the 
exclusive preserve of male artists. This particular art form carries the most 
stringent requirements. We obviously cannot look at the painting through 
the prism of such requirements.43

Despite these criticisms, the painting ended up at a church in the Estonian village 
of Mehikoorma near Lake Peipus. Pohrt worked mainly as a portraitist in Riga, 
but according to press reviews and separate surviving works, today she is better 
known as an altar painter, whose works were located in several churches in Riga, 
Mazsalaca, Sāti, Pāvilosta and elsewhere.44

42   Die bildende Künstlerin, pp. 22, 33–34.
43   Kunstverein. – Düna-Zeitung 18 (30) March 1895.
44   Kunstverein. – Rigasche Rundschau 24 March (5 April) 1895; Salisburg. Kirchliches. – Düna-Zeitung  
25 October (7 November) 1901; Der 80. Geburtstag einer rigaschen Künstlerin. – Die Woche im Bild 1929, no. 37. 
p. 2; K. Hagen, Lexikon deutschbaltischer bildender Künstler. 20. Jahrhundert. Köln: Wissenschaft und Politik, 
1983, p. 105.
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In 1913, the writer and publicist Pāvils Gruzna (1878–1950) wrote a review with a 
satirical tone about the Third Exhibition of Latvian Artists. Beginning in 1910, reg-
ular exhibitions of ethnic Latvian artists took place, and beginning in the following 
year they were organised by the recently established Association for the Promotion 
of Latvian Art (Latviešu mākslas veicināšanas biedrība). All four general exhibitions 
of Latvian artists that took place in Riga before World War I included at least some 
female participants, mostly two or three authors with several examples of applied 
art. The Third Exhibition of Latvian Artists at the turn of 1913–1914 was an excep-
tion, where the proportion of women was higher: among 47 authors there were six 
women, three of whom were represented with paintings,45 which received more 
attention from the press. Gruzna pointed out that, among the artists, there were 
‘many estimable young ladies, with this being a completely new job for the girls 
who wish to take part in the world of art’.46 After describing the women’s art, he 
wrote that when it came to male artists, ‘we must demand more from them than 
from the aforementioned girls. Men must have the courage and claws of a lion’.47 
This comment clearly shows that the author evaluated artwork on the basis of dou-
ble standards, arguing that men were ‘naturally’ more courageous and powerful 
(and, in this context, more talented, as well) and so had to achieve a higher level of 
quality. No specific demands were placed on women, thus suggesting that art for 
them was basically a hobby or a craft, as opposed to an area of serious professional 
ambitions.

Differing requirements for the genders and the relevant qualities were revealed 
to a certain extent by the fact that Gruzna in his review attributed several artworks 
by men to women. Pottery products by Jēkabs Dranda (1853–1915) and paintings by 
Alberts Pilkus (also Filka, 1891–1938) might have been ascribed to a woman mistak-
enly because the author did not know the artists and interpreted their initials in 
his own way, but listing the work of Frédéric Fiebig (also Friedrich Fiebig, Frīdrihs 
Fībigs, 1885–1953) among that of women must be seen as purposeful. Unlike the 
aforementioned artists, Fiebig’s full name was listed in the catalogue of the exhi-
bition. At the end of the day, we must assume that presenting all three artists as 
women was a satirical way for Gruzna to express his attitude toward the subjects 
or qualities of the artworks of the specific artists, seeing them as more typical of 
women or a ‘feminine’ approach. From reviews of the exhibition, for instance, we 
can sense that at least one of the artworks exhibited by Pilkus was a composition 
of flowers. This was seen as a ‘feminine’ motif. Fiebig, for his part, exhibited urban 
landscapes from France and Italy that were influenced by modern art movements in 
Europe. The author of the review might have been reminded of the work of Baltic 
German female artists who had studied in Paris, Munich or Berlin and whose art 
was exhibited fairly often by the Riga Art Society. Still, the word ‘feminine’ does not 
appear in any of Gruzna’s descriptions of the artworks.

45   Katalogs III. Latviešu Mākslinieku Izstādei [Catalogue for the 3rd Latvian Artists’ Exhibition]. Riga: ‘Latvijas’ 
drukātava, [1913].
46   Pe.-Ge. [P. Gruzna], Kritika par trešo latviešu gleznu kambari, par tepdeķiem, figūrām un podiem [Criticism 
about the third Latvian painting chamber, about textiles, figures and pots]. – Lietuvēns 1913, no. 3, p. 16.
47   Pe.-Ge. [P. Gruzna], Kritika par trešo latviešu gleznu kambari, par tepdeķiem, figūrām un podiem, p. 17.
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First women artists of latvian origin
All of the early women artists of the nineteenth century in Latvia were of Baltic 
German origin, and the names of the first Latvian women artists appeared only in 
the very early twentieth century. In 1903 the above-mentioned poet and playwright 
Aspazija wrote:

I have never heard of any Latvian woman who received support; in this 
sense, no matter how talented a woman is, she cannot be compared to a trade 
student who, after years of studies, finishes or does not finish his education. 
Women must also battle against family traditions and old biases that keep 
them from competing with men when it comes to work and work-related 
achievements. At the very least, they do not receive the necessary resources.48

Aspazija’s comments were made in the context of an exhibition that Emīlija Gruzīte 
(née Upīte, 1873–1945) organised in 1903 in the offices of the newspaper Dienas Lapa 
in Riga. Gruzīte, who is often called the first female painter of Latvian origin, was 
basically an autodidact.49 During the first decade of the twentieth century, she 
held several solo exhibitions, some of which featured as many as 50 paintings and 
some sketches (fig. 3). These attracted a lot of attention from the Latvian press, but 
Gruzīte’s hope that she would be able to sell her artworks to finance studies abroad 
was dashed.

In a review of an exhibition in the autumn of 1904, Pāvils Gruzna indicated:

...these paintings were not produced out of boredom or the joy of dilettan-
tism. This is not a naïve citizen with a map in her hands who studies and 
respects art just because that is a ‘fashionable’ thing to do. No, this is a spe-
cific painter who seriously loves art, studies it, develops herself and is not 
afraid to present herself in public.50

At the end of the review, the author wrote:

However, visitors to the exhibition, particularly women, will get the sense 
that these works have been created under trying circumstances, during 
which the artist had to stand next to a steaming pot of porridge, with a ladle 
in one hand and a paintbrush in the other, rising in her spirit above the 
everyday nature of quite a few of our talents who have fallen asleep.51

48   Aspazija, Latviešu glezniecībā pieradies klāt jauns spēks [A new power has joined Latvian painting]. – 
Dienas Lapa 16 (29) September 1903.
49   For more information on Emīlija Gruzīte see K. Ābele, Gruzīte, Emīlija. – Saur Allgemeines Künstlerlexikon. 
Vol. 63. München, Leipzig: Saur, 2009, pp. 524–525; B. Vanaga, The First Latvian Female Painters in the Early 
20th Century. – Naiskunstnik ja tema aeg / A Woman Artist and Her Time. Eds. K. Koll, M. Kurisoo. Eesti 
Kunstimuuseumi Toimetised / Proceedings of the Art Museum of Estonia 2014, vol. 4 (9), pp. 104–106.
50   P. Gruzna, Emīlijas Gruzīt kundzes gleznu izstāde [Exhibition of Mrs Emīlija Gruzīte’s paintings]. – Dienas 
Lapa 18 November (1 December) 1904.
51   P. Gruzna, Emīlijas Gruzīt kundzes gleznu izstāde.
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Gruzna pointed to Gruzīte as a successful example of a woman who could do some-
thing creative under limited circumstances, but at the same time he also stated that 
women must protect hearth and home, arguing that in parallel with this mandatory 
duty, they might or might not have enough strength to do other things, in this case 
creating art.

In the aforementioned reviews by Aspazija and Gruzna and in others published 
about Gruzīte’s 1903 and 1904 exhibitions, there is evident support for the young 
artist’s efforts to become educated.52 The criticism was typically gentle, with predic-
tions of a brilliant future and lots of good wishes in terms of her success. Another 
exhibition at the turn of 1907 and 1908, however, received much harsher reviews.53 
The most hostile statements came from the writer and painter Jānis Jaunsudrabiņš 
(1877–1962), who concluded his brief review with the words ‘may the ancient proph-
ets forgive me, but on the basis of my best conscience I must say that the people 
will never receive their long-awaited woman artist, because she will never cross 
the threshold of being a weak amateur’.54 Today, it is rather difficult to evaluate the 
achievements of Gruzīte, as Latvian museums hold only two works by her, executed 
in different styles: a realistic painting of a thunderstorm with literary symbolism 
implied in its title Lauztās priedes (Broken Pines, 1903, Literature and Music Museum) 
and Fantastiska ainava (Fantastic Landscape, ca. 1910, Latvian National Museum of 
Art), painted with decorative impasto brushstrokes. Gruzīte never again organised 
a solo exhibition, though she did take part in group exhibitions during the 1920s 
and 1930s. For the most part, she worked as a journalist.

In 1931, the women’s history researcher Lilija Brante offered another exam-
ple of how contemporaries during the 1910s perceived the social place and role of 
women in the book Latviešu sieviete (Latvian Woman, 1931)55, describing how review-
ers reacted to a painting by Leontīne Zēbauere (1878–1963 or 1966)56, Vistu kūtī (in 
the Chicken Coop, not later than 1913, location unknown), in the Third Exhibition 
of Latvian Artists. The painting depicts a woman in farm apparel with a dappled 
chicken in her hands. Brante argued that critics at that time did not question 
Zēbauere’s skills as a painter. Still, one critic was unable to accept the fact that the 
artist had used the motif of feeding chickens. At the end of his review of the paint-
ing, he wrote that ‘it would be far nicer to see a child, not a chicken, pressed to the 
woman’s breast’.57 The reviewer was Pāvils Gruzna, and Brante wrote that this state-
ment was a reminder of the idea that ‘women must remain within the boundaries 

52   A., Uz kādu jaunu latviešu mākslinieci... [To a new Latvian woman artist...]. – Rīgas Avīze 12 (25) September 
1903; J. Poruks, Gruzīt kundzes gleznas [Paintings by Mrs Gruzīte]. – Baltijas Vēstnesis 10 November 1903; 
Gleznu izstāde [Painting exhibition]. – Mājas Viesis 17 November 1904.
53   –be. [A. Dulbe], Emīlijas Gruzīt kundzes gleznu izstāde [Exhibition of Mrs Emīlija Gruzīte’s paintings]. – 
Rīgas Avīze 22 December 1907 (4 January 1908); Nukschs [M. Nukša], Emīlijas Gruzīt gleznu izstāde [Exhibition 
of Emīlija Gruzīte’s paintings]. – Dzimtenes Vēstnesis 3 (16) January 1908.
54   J. Jaunsudrabiņš, Emīlijas Gruzīt gleznu izstāde [Exhibition of Emīlija Gruzīte’s paintings]. – Latvija  
21 December 1907 (3 January 1908).
55   L. Brante, Latviešu sieviete [Latvian woman]. Riga: Valters un Rapa, 1931.
56   For more information on Leontīne Zēbauere see B. Vanaga, The first Latvian Female Painters in the Early 
20th Century, pp. 107–108.
57   P. Gruzna, Trešā latviešu gleznotāju izstāde [3rd Latvian painters’ exhibition]. – Domas 1914, no. 1, p. 116.
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of femininity and should not try to expand them in art’.58 Still, considering Gruzna’s 
review overall and two other articles in which Gruzna discussed the exhibition, the 
attitude doesn’t seem to be particularly reactionary, because the author was mainly 
expressing regret that the artist had devoted so much ‘unnecessary energy’ to her 
large painting, because ‘...such motifs cannot satisfy aesthetics. All that we see here 
is prepared technique.’59 Not only in these references, but also in other exhibition 
reviews that were written by Gruzna we find fairly mocking and pointed statements 
about women artists, but similar descriptions were often given by him of men’s 
works, possibly because that was the overall pose of the author, not a particularly 
unfavourable attitude towards women. Still, it seems that Zēbauere was very much 
pained by the criticism, and that is why she no longer took part in art exhibitions.

latvian critics on Baltic German women artists

At the beginning of the twentieth century, an increasing number of women art-
ists took part in general exhibitions of local artists. Virtually all active Baltic 
German male and female artists joined the Baltic Artists’ Association (Baltischer 
Künstlerbund), established in 1910, and took part in its exhibitions in various cities 
and towns of Latvia and Estonia. Information in the catalogues and press reviews 
shows that almost half of the participants were women, and this fact often drew 
mockery from art reviewers of Latvian descent. Thus, a review of the fourth exhi-
bition of the Baltic Artists’ Association late in 1913, written by Pāvils Gruzna for the 
newspaper Jaunā Dienas Lapa, contained the observation that

13 ladies and 17 gentlemen are taking part in this exhibition. It seems that 
this association of artists will soon be taken over by German Fräuleins and 
Madames. Each morning, when the sun shines in Riga, we see what seems 
an army of these menders of art, wandering from place to place with their 
boxes of paints. They paint everything without any mercy, anything that is 
close to their paintbrushes. That is not a bad thing to do if you have money 
and time and find yourself yawning at home because you are bored.60

The commentary clearly shows that Gruzna thought little of women who took part 
in exhibitions organised by the Baltic Artists’ Association, considering them to be 
amateurs who painted pictures only because they were bored. The author refers to 
these women not as artists, but as ‘young girls’, ‘ladies’, or ‘menders of art’. Gruzna 
expresses concern about the fact that the number of women taking part in the exhi-
bitions was on the rise, as if that alone would worsen the quality of an exhibition 
which the author did not like very much in the first place.

58   L. Brante, Latviešu sieviete, pp. 99–100.
59   P. Gr. [P. Gruzna], Latviešu mākslinieku 3. gleznu izstāde [3rd painting exhibition of Latvian artists]. – Jaunā 
Dienas Lapa 14 (27) December 1913.
60   Pe–Ge. [P. Gruzna], Baltijas mākslinieku savienības 4. izstāde [4th exhibition of the Baltic Artists’ 
Association]. – Jaunā Dienas Lapa 9 (22) November 1913.
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Latvian art critics largely pooh-poohed the exhibitions of the Baltic Artists’ 
Association, often emphasising only the work of artists such as Vilhelms Purvītis 
(1872–1945), Janis Rozentāls (1866–1916) and a few others. The local German press 
reacted differently. Susa Walter (1874–1945) was a Tartu- and Berlin-trained artist, 
applied art master and art critic, who entered the Riga art scene at the very begin-
ning of the twentieth century, and she wrote quite positively about the third exhi-
bition of the Baltic Artists’ Association:

It is a colourful and diverse scene that is presented to us by the exhibition. 
All kinds of understandings about art collide here. We see followers of the 
German and the French schools and various directions therein. We see 
old-fashioned depictions alongside the works of futurists.61

Today, for the most part, it is no longer possible to determine how appropriate for 
present-day understanding Susa Walter’s claim of stylistic diversity is, particularly 
because we do not know what she meant by ‘futurists’. That is because very few of 
the artworks that were exhibited by the Baltic Artists’ Association have survived. A 
few others are only known from reproductions.

Opinions in the press show that the attitude of Baltic German critics towards 
women’s art was more tolerant, while the reviewers writing in Latvian were more 
prejudiced. Sometimes the press reviews included fairly contradictory statements. 
One example is a review written by an anonymous critic in the newspaper Druva 
about the third exhibition of the Baltic Artists’ Association. The review suggests 
that the author thought that the best artworks at the exhibition were those of Janis 
Rozentāls, Vilhelms Purvītis, Eva Margarethe Borchert-Schweinfurth and Ljubow 
Sonja Grimm (1883–1958). But the critic argued that one of the portraits painted by 
Borchert-Schweinfurth was ‘a mixture of purely feminine dilettantism and master-
ful virtuosity’.62 With respect to Grimm, the anonymous author wrote that ‘Cobbler’s 
Workshop, Restless sea and particularly Market in Munich (fig. 4) are attractive works, 
but the dilettantish virtuosity of the artworks conjures up concerns that this artist 
might go down the wrong path, as has been the case with quite a few little local 
stars who have lacked durability’.63 Grimm had studied under Vilhelms Purvītis in 
Riga, briefly furthered her knowledge in Berlin, for two years studied under Johann 
Walter (also Walter-Kurau, 1869–1932) in Dresden, worked with the expressive 
painter Julius Exter (1863–1939) in Munich for one season, and briefly, before World 
War I, studied at the Académie de la Grande-Chaumière in Paris.64

It is not quite clear what the author was referring to by the statement that the 
work of the two artists was ‘femininely dilettantish’: the themes of the artworks, 

61   S. Walter, III. Ausstellung des baltischen Künstlerbundes. – Rigasche Zeitung 23 March (5 April) 1913.
62   Baltijas mākslinieku savienības III. izstāde [3rd exhibition of the Baltic Artists’ Association]. – Druva 1913, 
no. 4, pp. 502–503.
63   Baltijas mākslinieku savienības III. izstāde, p. 503.
64   W. Grosberg, Sechs Ateliers – sechs Künstler. – Baltischer Almanach 1929. Riga: Jonck & Poliewsky, [1928], 
pp. 157–159; K. Ābele, Grimm, Sophie Ljubow (Sonja Ljubow). – Saur Allgemeines Künstlerlexikon, Vol. 62. 
München, Leipzig: Saur, 2009, p. 283.
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the colours that were used, or the painting techniques? Still, in both cases the critic 
had praise for the works of the artists even if he did use the humiliating word ‘dil-
ettantish’. By this he apparently meant to suggest that women could not be profes-
sional artists and would always remain at the amateur level, no matter what their 
education and how good their artworks might be.

Other reviews of exhibitions show that, as far as Latvian art critics were con-
cerned, most female artists of Baltic German origin (as well as, frequently, male 
Baltic German artists) were producing poor artworks and that the quality of their 
works did not differ too much. This is particularly seen in words that critics used 
when discussing women artists. In his review of the third exhibition of the Baltic 
Artists’ Association, Jānis Jaunsudrabiņš wrote that Eva Margarethe Borchert-
Schweinfurth ‘is far ahead of her colleagues’, but Selma Plawneek (in Latvian 
sources Zelma Pļavniece, married name Des Coudres, 1883–1956) ‘rises a bit above 
the ordinary level of lady painters’.65 Plawneek graduated from Jung-Stilling’s 
drawing school and later studied in Munich and its environs: several months under 
Adolf Hölzel (1853–1934) in Dachau and two summers under Julius Exter in Feldwies 
am Chiemsee.66 She made colourised drawings of everyday scenes of folk charac-
ters and painted landscapes, as well as creating mood landscapes of fragmentary 
composition in various graphic techniques (fig. 5).

Similar praise was received by Alice Dannenberg for her painting Lelles pel-
dināšana (Bērna mazgāšana, Bathing of the Doll, 1908, Latvian National Museum of 
Art) (fig. 6), which was first exhibited at an Autumn Salon in Paris in 1908 and then 
at an exhibition of French art organised by the Riga Art Society late in 1909. The 
painting was reproduced in the Jahrbuch für bildende Kunst in den Ostseeprovinzen67 
and, in a review of the tome, the artist and critic Jūlijs Madernieks (1870–1955) 
pointed to Dannenberg as the ‘worthiest member of this group of German painters 
in this volume’.68 It should be noted that in this case the female painter was praised 
to a greater extent than the male artists who were covered in the tome.

The most praise from her contemporaries in the early twentieth century was 
received by Eva Margarethe Borchert-Schweinfurth. Her best artworks, sadly, 
have been lost and are only known through reproductions and press descriptions. 
Borchert-Schweinfurth debuted on the local exhibition scene in October 1901, 
when the Riga Art Society organised an exhibition of the work of six young women 
artists: Eva Margarethe Schweinfurth, Anna Hellmann (married name Schewitz,  
1876–1932), Martha Hellmann (1873–1972), Frieda Neumann (1866–1945), Thekla 
Stahl (1872–1945) and Hildegarde von Haken (1873–1942). Schweinfurth exhibited 
art that she had produced as a student, copies of paintings from Parisian muse-
ums, studies of urban motifs, etc. The painter and  Jung-Stilling school’s teacher 

65   J. Jaunsudrabiņš, Baltijas Mākslinieku Savienības III. izstāde. – Latvija 30 March (12 April) 1913.
66   For more information on Selma Plawneek see Selma und Adolf Des Coudres. Ein ungleiches Künstlerpaar. 
Eds. A. Mundorff, E. von Seckendorff. Fürstenfeldbruck: Museum Fürstenfeldbruck, 2014.
67   Dannenberg, Alice. – Allgemeines Lexikon der Bildenden Künstler von der Antike bis zur Gegenwart, p. 372; 
Jahrbuch für bildende Kunst in den Ostseeprovinzen. Riga: Architekten-Verein, 1910, p. 43.
68   J. Madernieks, Baltijas mākslas gada grāmata [Yearbook of Baltic art]. (1910. g.). – Dzimtenes Vēstnesis  
21 June (4 July) 1911.
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Friedrich Moritz (1866–1947) noticed Schweinfurth’s works at the exhibition, prais-
ing her potential and writing that all of her ‘pictures are essentially works of fantasy, 
since they did not emerge as copies of natural objects. As such, they indicate that 
great things may be expected in the future from Ms Schweinfurth’69. She became 
without doubt the most significant female artist working in the territory of Latvia 
at the turn of the century. Other colleagues and critics in the local German and 
Latvian press also lavished praise on Borchert-Schweinfurth’s work. The painter 
Janis Rozentāls once called her a ‘genial woman’, while Jānis Jaunsudrabiņš declared 
her to be one of the ‘strongest pillars’ of the Baltic Artists’ Association.70 These eval-
uations show that when women artists created fine or even outstanding artworks, 
some of their male colleagues were not shy about expressing their pleasure or their 
positive views.

conclusion

The public attitudes towards women artists in the period from approximately the 
middle of the nineteenth century until 1915, judging from publications in the press, 
were dominated by the same stereotypes that were characteristically applied to 
women’s professional involvement in other fields. Women artists were perceived 
as amateurs and limited. Women’s artworks were generally seen as dilettantism 
irrespective of the actual quality of their achievements. In positive evaluations of 
women artists’ technical ability and mastery of academic style, the reviews of the 
time often used the term ‘masculine’. However, women’s involvement in art was 
generally accepted.

In Latvia, as in Germany, reviews of exhibitions during the latter half of the 
nineteenth century and the early twentieth century did not separate artists by gen-
der when it came to talent. There was no attempt to look for aspects of art that were 
specific to women, as was typical elsewhere in Europe (e.g. in England and France). 
Still, the minds of local critics were not entirely free of such thoughts, as is seen in 
several evaluations of the work of women that were meant to be positive, but never-
theless included the word ‘masculine’. In some cases this points to the application of 
different criteria when evaluating the work of women and men and thus evaluating 
women’s artworks as not in competition with men’s works.

Development can be seen in the attitudes of critics toward artworks that were 
produced by women during this period. The first art exhibitions in Riga during the 
mid-nineteenth century featured the works of only a few women, and their art was 
probably rather amateurish because of the limited study opportunities that women 
had. As the educational prospects of women expanded, increasing numbers of 
future artists chose to continue their studies in the largest artistic cities in Europe, 

69   –tz. [F. Moritz], Aus dem Kunstsalon. – Düna-Zeitung 20 October (2 November) 1901.
70   R. [J. Rozentāls], Rīgas jaunā mākslas muzeja atvēršana un Baltijas mākslinieku izstāde. III [Opening of the 
new Riga City Art Museum and Baltic artists’ exhibition. III]. – Vērotājs 1905, no. 12, p. 1495; J. Jaunsudrabiņš, 
Baltijas Mākslinieku Savienības II. izstāde [2nd exhibition of the Baltic Artists’ Association]. – Latvija 29 October 
(11 November) 1911.
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and that certainly improved the quality of their work. Still, we must take into 
account that during this period, particularly at the beginning of the twentieth cen-
tury, information in catalogues and artworks that have survived shows that women 
exhibited mature artistic compositions, as well as drawings and small studies that 
they had produced while studying art. These artworks were presented side by side.

It is also true that during the latter half of the nineteenth century, when the first 
comparatively educated women artists began to enter the Baltic German art scene, 
critics were quite positive about their work. Still, there was haughtiness and the 
presence of stereotypes vis-à-vis the artistic abilities of women or, more precisely, 
a belief that there were limitations on their abilities. During the first decades of 
the twentieth century, when local exhibitions of art by Baltic Germans had nearly 
one-half of the artworks produced by women, German critics were comparatively 
tolerant of women’s art and started to evaluate these works on the basis of aesthetic 
and professional criteria, as opposed to gender-based biases. The first female crit-
ics, including Susa Walter, began to publish their reviews around this time. Walter 
cared nothing about the gender of the artist, offering harsh, seemingly cool and 
subjective judgements that were independent of those of the artistic authorities of 
the day.71

The first women artists appeared in Latvian society only at the beginning of 
the twentieth century, and critics, exhibition visitors and readers of reviews had 
to spend some time becoming accustomed to their presence in the local art scene. 
Critics who wrote in Latvian were more prejudiced towards women’s art and had a 
distinctly unfavourable attitude and biases against Baltic German women artists. 
This was often based on the tense relations between Latvians and Germans that 
existed during the early part of the twentieth century.72

The author of this article has purposefully chosen the most vivid and biased 
reviews published by critics about women artists and their creative abilities. There 
were also positive reviews, but the examples that are mentioned in this article reveal 
typical trends of the era and the changes in attitudes among critics that occurred 
with respect to women artists and their work.73

71   For more information on Susa Walter and other art critics in local German newspapers see K. Ābele, Autoru 
meklējumos. Mākslas kritiķi Baltijas un Pēterburgas vācu presē 19.–20. gs. mijā un viņu dalība latviešu mākslas 
popularizēšanā [Attribution of authorship: Art critics in the Baltic and Saint Petersburg German periodical 
press at the turn of the century and their contribution to the promotion on Latvian art]. – Personība mākslas 
procesos [Personality in the processes of art]. Ed. K. Ābele. Riga: Neputns, 2012, pp. 98–124, English summary 
pp. 261–262; K. Ābele, Artistic life. – Art History of Latvia. Vol. 4: Period of Neo-Romanticist Modernism 
1890–1915. Ed. E. Kļaviņš. Riga: Institute of Art History of the Latvian Academy of Art; Art History Support 
Foundation, 2014, pp. 45–48, 92–100, 161–171.
72   For more information on the relations between Latvian and Baltic German artists during the turn of the 
nineteenth and twentieth centuries see K. Ābele, Tautieši un novadnieki. Nacionālais jautājums un teritoriālā 
identitāte Latvijas mākslas dzīvē 19. gs. beigās un 20. gs. sākumā [Fellow nationals and compariots. The national 
question and territorial identity in the art life of Latvia in the late 19th and early 20th century]. – Māksla un 
politiskie konteksti [Art and political contexts]. Ed. D. Lāce. Riga: Neputns, 2006, pp. 39–63, English summary  
p. 174.
73   For more information on women artists in Latvia see B. Vanaga, Sievietes mākslinieces Latvijā laikā no 
19. gadsimta vidus līdz 1915. gadam [Women artists in Latvia from the middle of the 19th century until 1915]. 
PhD thesis, Art Academy of Latvia. Riga, 2015. Summary available at: http://www.lma.lv/downloads/Vanaga_
Sievietes%20makslinieces_2015_Kopsavilkums_web.pdf (accessed 14 June 2018).


